A Large Committed Long-Term Sink of Carbon due to Vegetation Dynamics
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Abstract The terrestrial biosphere shows substantial inertia in its response to environmental change. Hence, assessments of transient changes in ecosystem properties to 2100 do not capture the full magnitude of the response realized once ecosystems reach an effective equilibrium with the changed environmental boundary conditions. This equilibrium state can be termed the committed state, in contrast to a transient state in which the ecosystem is in disequilibrium. The difference in ecosystem properties between the transient and committed states represents the committed change yet to be realized. Here an ensemble of dynamic global vegetation model simulations was used to assess the changes in tree cover and carbon storage for a variety of committed states, relative to a preindustrial baseline, and to attribute the drivers of uncertainty. Using a subset of simulations, the committed changes in these variables post-2100, assuming climate stabilization, were calculated. The results show large committed changes in tree cover and carbon storage, with model disparities driven by residence time in the tropics, and residence time and productivity in the boreal. Large changes remain ongoing well beyond the end of the 21st century. In boreal ecosystems, the simulated increase in vegetation carbon storage above preindustrial levels was 20–95 Pg C at 2 K of warming, and 45–201 Pg C at 5 K, of which 38–155 Pg C was due to expansion in tree cover. Reducing the large uncertainties in long-term commitment and rate-of-change of terrestrial carbon uptake will be crucial for assessments of emissions budgets consistent with limiting climate change.

Plain Language Summary Changes in climate and atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration affect ecosystems. One result of these effects, projected by most vegetation models, is that the global land biosphere is expected to continue to provide a net uptake of carbon dioxide throughout the 21st century. Characterizing this is important for policy, as it influences the amount of carbon dioxide emissions reductions needed to limit global warming. However, the effects of such environmental changes on land ecosystems are not all realized instantly. Ecosystems may continue to react to a change in their wider environment for decades or centuries after that change has occurred. These delayed reactions are termed the committed change. We found widespread agreement among multiple vegetation models that land in the far north will continue to take up a large amount of carbon in the long-term, as a result of committed responses to climate change and carbon dioxide increases. The magnitude of uptake varied between simulations and was partially driven by an advance of the northern treeline. A less consistent model response was found in the tropics. The large amount of carbon involved, and associated climate policy implications, illustrates the benefits of further measurements leading to more accurate vegetation model calibration.

1. Introduction

Terrestrial ecosystems respond to changes in the environment in which they exist, but they do so with a substantial lag. This fact has long been acknowledged (e.g., Smith & Shugart, 1993), leading eventually to the development of dynamic global vegetation models (DGVMs) to explore dynamic changes in global terrestrial ecosystem state and function under different environmental conditions (Cramer et al., 2001). Such DGVMs have shown success in reproducing the main features of current global vegetation (e.g., Hickler et al., 2006; Piao et al., 2013; Sitch et al., 2015, 2008; Zhu et al., 2015) and are widely used to simulate changes in
the carbon stocks and fluxes of the terrestrial biosphere, including as part of some Earth System Models (ESMs; Dunne et al., 2013; Giorgetta et al., 2013; Martin et al., 2011). But the overwhelming focus of studies on a time horizon of 2100 means that the full consequences of environmental change for the global terrestrial biosphere have only seen limited consideration to date. Jones et al. (2009) demonstrated that the projected tree cover in transient simulations with evolving climate and atmospheric CO₂ mixing ratio ([CO₂]) differed substantially from the projected equilibrium state of tree cover with the same environmental forcings. Using the HadCM3LC ESM, they found that the equilibrium changes in vegetation cover implied by a change in environmental forcing greatly exceeded the transient changes simulated during the 21st century.

The difference in ecosystem properties between this equilibrium or committed state (termed capacity by Luo et al., 2017) and a transient state in disequilibrium can be termed the committed change yet to be realized (termed potential by Luo et al., 2017), assuming that environmental boundary conditions remain constant. The term equilibrium herein refers to a broadly constant state over a large area and multidecadal timescales. Large changes in ecosystem properties going beyond typical time horizons would have substantial implications for assessing the long-term impacts of even relatively moderate climate change. It also implies that following any stabilization of climate and [CO₂], there will be a further period during which terrestrial ecosystem changes occur, which will of themselves influence the final climate state. Transient ecosystem states at the point of cessation of climate change will not immediately reveal the committed ecosystem state in equilibrium with any stabilized climate.

Vegetation biomass contains circa 500 Pg C globally (e.g., Avitabile et al., 2016; Thurner et al., 2014), while the productivity and turnover rate of vegetation control the input of carbon to soil and thus influence soil carbon stocks and respiration fluxes. Soil carbon stocks also show a long lag in response to changes in inputs, especially in cold regions (simulated in Pugh et al., 2015). In response to elevated [CO₂] and higher temperatures under climate change, early biogeography models, which assumed equilibrium of vegetation with climate, projected large northward expansions of forest biomes and potential losses of biomass in the tropics (Neilson et al., 1998). A handful of recent studies have also used climate similarity methods to project equilibrium future vegetation distributions and biomass with similar results (Koven, 2013; Zeng et al., 2013). A limitation of equilibrium approaches, however, is that they cannot assign any time frames to the simulated changes in vegetation composition and carbon storage.

Three DGVM studies have included quantification of committed vegetation carbon effects including some information on rates of change. Sitch et al. (2008) found further increases in global vegetation biomass and losses of soil carbon after climate stabilization, albeit with large regional variation, in a study with the LPJ DGVM under a strong climate change scenario. Using the TRIFFID DGVM, Huntingford et al. (2013) found often-substantial differences in tropical carbon stocks between transient projections for 2100 under strong climate change and committed equilibrium stocks under climate and [CO₂] held constant at 2100 levels. Likewise, Port et al. (2012) simulated continued global uptake of carbon by the terrestrial biosphere using Max-Planck-Institute Earth System Model (MPI-ESM) following stabilization of atmospheric radiative forcing from 2100 on. These changes in carbon storage resulted both from changes in carbon storage within existing ecosystems and from vegetation dynamics leading to a change in land-cover type.

However, the committed state of terrestrial vegetation cover and carbon storage has not undergone a concerted investigation. Given the finding that climate-driven changes in land cover are likely to be of equivalent size to those of the now widely considered anthropogenic land-use change, especially over long timescales and under scenarios with strong increases in radiative forcing (Davies-Barnard et al., 2015), this is a very notable omission. Furthermore, uncertainty in future ecosystem carbon stocks under a given radiative forcing scenario is known to be driven by both uncertainties in climate response and by uncertainties in vegetation model structure and parameterization (Friend et al., 2014; Jones et al., 2013). Simulations of committed ecosystem state offer the opportunity to assess the size and relative importance of such uncertainties by evaluating their effect on the ultimate controls of carbon stocks, equilibrium productivity, and turnover time, without the confounding factor of differences in transient rates of change.

To design bespoke numerical experiments for a wide community of models to perform is a very large and intensive process, expensive in both human and computational resources (see, e.g., Eyring et al., 2016). Instead, the analysis herein draws on a range of existing results to assess the existence of any consensus
on the evolution of terrestrial vegetation cover and carbon storage as a result of global environmental change. These sets of simulations were performed at different times, by different modeling groups, and for different projects to address different aspects of committed ecosystem changes. They are assembled here into a large ensemble of opportunity in order to synthesize this useful information to address the relative roles of different uncertainty contributions to future ecosystem commitments. All but one of the DGVMs included vegetation dynamics, which is defined here as the simulation of change in the relative cover of plant functional types as environmental boundary conditions change.

Many factors influence future terrestrial carbon stores, including the transient response of primary productivity and respiration in response to changes in [CO₂] and climate. Anthropogenic land use is also a major driver, as is the potential of thawed carbon in permafrost to be released to the atmosphere, the latter missing from most DGVMs and ESMs. This analysis presents another, often overlooked, process also missing from many ESMs: committed changes due to vegetation dynamics. Specifically, the analysis aims the following:

1. Provide a synthesis of differences in tree cover and carbon storage between preindustrial and committed states under a range of climates and [CO₂] from multiple DGVMs.
2. Attribute uncertainty in these states between DGVM structural/parameter uncertainty and uncertainty in the driving climate.
3. Assess the likely magnitude and direction of committed changes in biospheric carbon stocks post-2100 due to prior climate change.

2. Materials and Methods

The ensemble used in this analysis comprises results from $N = 63$ simulations (Figure 1), consisting of the following:

1. Thirty off-line vegetation simulations (previously unpublished) from five different DGVMs (HyLand, LPJ, ORCHIDEE, SDGVM, and TRIFFID, respectively, henceforth referred to as HYL, LPJ, ORC, SHE, and TRI for brevity when referring to these simulations) forced by HadCM3LC climate data, spun-up directly to equilibrium (committed) state for multiple stabilization levels of global temperatures and [CO₂] (blue squares in Figure 1). Henceforth termed the DGVM ensemble.
2. Twenty-two off-line vegetation simulations by the TRIFFID DGVM forced by different climate patterns from the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 3 (CMIP3) multimodel archive, but following the same climate-forcing scenario (Huntingford et al., 2013; black stars in Figure 1). Simulations were run under transient forcings from 1850 to 2100 and then run to equilibrium under fixed 2100 forcing. Henceforth termed the climate ensemble.
3. Ten fully coupled ESM simulations (eight from the HadCM3LC model published in Jones et al., 2009; black triangles in Figure 1, and one each from Hadley Centre Global Environmental Model version 2 Earth System (HadGEM2-ES) and MPI-ESM, previously unpublished; blue and magenta circles in Figure 1) and one further off-line DGVM simulation (LPJ-GUESS forced by climate from the ESM EC-Earth, previously unpublished; red circle in Figure 1). Simulations were run under transient forcings from a variety of pre-industrial base years to 2100 and then run to equilibrium under fixed 2100 forcing. Henceforth termed the ESM ensemble.

These simulations allow us to investigate the relative roles of and uncertainty arising from using different climate projections (global mean temperature rise above the preindustrial period, $\Delta T$ from 0 to 6.8 K), using different climate forcing scenarios ([CO₂] ranges from 286 to 1,025 ppmv) and from using different DGVMs. The DGVM ensemble contains five DGVMs, but in total, across all the subensembles, results from 10 different DGVMs are synthesized herein ($N_{DGVM} = 10$), including four different realizations/versions of the TRIFFID DGVM, either stand-alone or operated within HadCM3LC/HadGEM2-ES (see Appendix A). A subset of results comprising the climate ensemble and the ESM ensemble includes both transient and equilibrium simulations ($N = 33$, $N_{DGVM} = 5$) and can be used to quantify the size of the unrealized change post climate stabilization at 2100. As these collections of data stem from different experimental designs and scenarios, they are primarily explored here in phase space instead of through time. The spread of results across the climate ensemble, which uses a single DGVM and [CO₂], allows to investigate uncertainty due to the climate response of the driving global climate models alone (see Figure 1), while the DGVM ensemble, for which [CO₂] also varies,
allows to assess the combined uncertainty due to both climate and future radiative forcing (i.e., [CO₂]) scenario. Assessing the DGVM ensemble across a given ΔT window allows to assess uncertainty across model structure and parameter combinations. Each model/scenario/climate realization is treated to be as likely as each of the others.

For all these simulations the DGVM or ESM used was run to quasi-equilibrium (effective equilibrium; in some DGVMs accounting for inter-annual variability; see Appendix A) of the terrestrial biosphere component under fixed climate and [CO₂] forcing, either directly (DGVM ensemble), or following an initial simulation under transient forcings (climate ensemble and ESM ensemble). As DGVMs such as those used here do not show sensitivity of final quasi-equilibrium states to initial conditions (e.g., Clark et al., 2011), these different protocols are compatible. The treatment of land-use change varies between the simulations and is summarized in Table 1. For consistency, the three models that accounted for anthropogenic land-cover change (HadGEM2-ES, MPI-ESM, and LPJ-GUESS) are excluded from the uncertainty analysis in section 3.3. The ensemble also integrates over fully coupled climate-land simulations and off-line land simulations. The former will allow biophysical feedback from any land cover change onto the driving climate, as well as including some lagged climate warming due to, for example, ocean processes. The 2100 and committed global mean temperatures for HadGEM2-ES and MPI-ESM are shown with small and large dots, respectively, in Figure 1. This feedback will be explicitly absent in the off-line simulations. No attempt is made to correct for any of these effects in the results, but the differences in the processes operating are considered in the interpretation. Further, details of the setup of previously unpublished simulations are given in Appendix A. Tree cover fraction is calculated relative to global land area excluding Antarctica. Results are presented globally and from three latitude bands: tropical (23°S–23°N), temperate (23°–55°N), and boreal (>55°N). Given the wide variation in representation of plant types between the DGVMs, within the context of this analysis, vegetation dynamics is used to refer specifically to changes in land-cover type between tree cover and low vegetation, such as grasses and shrubs, unless otherwise stated.

The concept of fixing forcing at 2100 is an artificial one, but one that allows attribution of committed changes in the biosphere. It is recognized that long-term climate feedbacks mean that efforts to cease emissions of radiatively active gases will not lead to an immediate stabilization of climate. Indeed, the lags in climate stabilization induced by the oceans are known to be many decades or even centuries (Hare & Meinshausen,

![Figure 1. Summary of simulations used in this analysis, displayed as a function of atmospheric CO₂ mixing ratio and the associated global mean temperature rise above preindustrial (ΔT) under which the models were run to their committed state. For the HadGEM2-ES and MPI-ESM simulations, radiative forcing was fixed, but the climate was allowed to continue to evolve after this point; thus, the large dots illustrate the ΔT at the point at which forcing was fixed (year 2100) and the small dots the ΔT at the committed state. Note that the large dot for MPI-ESM overlays that for HadGEM2-ES.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Simulation Setups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ensemble</strong></td>
<td><strong>DGVM</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DGVM ensemble</td>
<td>HYL, LPJ, ORC TRI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate ensemble</td>
<td>TRI-IMOGEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESM ensemble</td>
<td>HadGEM2-ES, MPI-ESM, LPJ-GUESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HadCM3LC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. DGVM, dynamic global vegetation model; ESM, Earth system model.
2006; Wigley, 1995), and the effects on temperature can be seen for the HadGEM2-ES and MPI-ESM ESMs in Figure 1. These feedbacks are particularly strong in the boreal zone, with the stronger local temperature amplification potentially further enhancing the productivity and carbon storage of these regions (Falloon et al., 2012).

3. Results

3.1. Tree Cover

The baseline preindustrial tree cover fraction differs widely between the simulations ($\Delta T = 0$ K in Figure 2a). In the temperate and tropical regions (Figures 2g and 2j) these differences are primarily driven by the simulations from HYL, LPJ, and ORC being for potential natural vegetation, whilst HadGEM2-ES, LPJ-GUESS, and MPI-ESM used 1850 land use at $\Delta T = 0$ K, and thus omitting substantial areas of agricultural land use in temperate and tropical regions. In the boreal region (Figure 2d), however, large intermodel discrepancies in tree cover are apparent that cannot be explained by land use, as agriculture in these regions is limited, and must result from differences in the competition algorithms or definition of tree cover in these high latitudes. The committed global mean tree cover fraction is relatively insensitive to $\Delta T$ in most of the DGVMs considered here (Figure 2a); however, this masks substantial regional variation. In the boreal region (Figure 2d), all but one model (LPJ) shows monotonic increases of committed tree cover fraction with $\Delta T$. The very strong positive response of HadCM3LC (black triangles) may be a result of land-atmosphere coupling within the ESM, specifically a localized amplification of warming driven by decreases in surface albedo due to expanding forest cover (Falloon et al., 2012). The other ESMs also see a strong positive response (magenta and blue dots), although only two data points are available. Note that the inclusion of land-use change in these ESM simulations has minimal relevance for the boreal zone where such changes are very limited (Hurtt et al., 2011). Temperate tree cover change with $\Delta T$ (Figure 2g) is more mixed, with direction of change differing between models, giving a low level of certainty in the projections, even when those models including land-use change (dots) are excluded. This low certainty may stem from different model responses to summer drying (Sitch et al., 2008), with responses of trees to drought a recognized uncertainty in current DGVMs (McDowell et al., 2013; Powell et al., 2013). Tree cover decreases in the temperate region are recorded for all three models that include land-use change (HadGEM2-ES, MPI-ESM, and LPJ-GUESS), but it is not possible to assess the relative contributions of land-use change and vegetation dynamics in driving this decrease. The tropics (Figure 2j) are characterized by a reduction in committed tree cover as $\Delta T$ increases above approximately 2 K, for the vast majority of DGVMs. This consistent pattern of decreases may result from several of the DGVMs being run using the HadCM3LC climate patterns, which result in particularly hot and dry tropical regions (Good et al., 2011). Clear decreases in tropical tree fraction with $\Delta T$ are not simulated by TRI-IMOGEN using multiple climate patterns, whilst LPJ-GUESS, driven by climate from the EC-Earth ESM, would show an increase if land-use change was not simulated (not shown). The ensemble should therefore not be considered to show any robust response for tropical tree fraction changes.

3.2. Productivity and Carbon Storage

Baseline preindustrial productivity and carbon storage ($\Delta T = 0$ K in Figures 2b and 2c) also differ strongly between the models. Relative differences between models do not follow the same pattern as for tree cover, but again large spread in the boreal zone indicates that model structure and parameterization, rather than land-use forcing, drive much of the differences in the absolute baselines. The climate ensemble shows a near-flat response of gross primary productivity (GPP) to $\Delta T$ in the temperate zone and a negative response in the tropics (Figure 2), whereas the DGVM and ESM ensembles show much more positive responses. This difference almost certainly derives from the climate ensemble members only differing in strength of climate forcing, whereas the DGVM and ESM ensemble members also differ in $[CO_2]$. Thus, it can be inferred that most of the GPP increase seen in the DGVM and ESM ensembles in these regions is $[CO_2]$-driven. Although the climate ensemble uses only the TRIFFID DGVM, the response of TRI in simulations in which $[CO_2]$ also increased (pink crosses, blue dots, and black triangles in Figure 2) is consistent with other DGVMs, supporting this interpretation. Conversely, in the boreal zone the slope of the GPP response to $\Delta T$ is comparable for all models (Figure 2e), indicating that the GPP increases here are temperature, rather than $[CO_2]$, driven.

The relationship of committed terrestrial carbon storage with $\Delta T$ varies by region. In the tropics, strong changes were simulated for both moderate and strong climate warming, but with some models simulating
stronger losses with increasing $\Delta T$ (Table 2). The climate ensemble (Figure 2, black stars) reveals the response of the TRI DGVM to increasing levels of climate change alone, showing a systematic decrease in tropical carbon storage as $\Delta T$ increases. The TRI results from the DGVM ensemble (pink crosses in Figure 2) and also the HadGEM2-ES and HadCM3LC coupled results (blue dots and black triangles), which also use the TRIFFID DGVM, show a similar behavior. That is, tropical carbon storage decreases as $\Delta T$ increases, even though these simulations also increase [CO$_2$] alongside $\Delta T$. However, the rate of decrease of carbon storage with $\Delta T$ simulated using TRIFFID is less in the DGVM ensemble than in the climate ensemble, suggesting that the fertilizing effect of increased [CO$_2$] helps reduce the climate impact on tropical carbon stocks (consistent with Good et al., 2011). The HadGEM2-ES loss of carbon is lower still, in agreement with Good et al. (2013), who showed that HadGEM2-ES predicted less tropical forest dieback than HadCM3LC. Other models behave differently. LPJ-GUESS driven by EC-Earth climate and ORC driven by HadCM3 climate patterns show increasing tropical carbon storage with $\Delta T$ across the temperature ranges examined, despite ORC simulations also showing some loss of tropical tree cover. SHE shows an increase.

Figure 2. Committed values of tree fraction, gross primary productivity (GPP) and carbon storage as a function of global mean temperature rise above preindustrial ($\Delta T$) for a range of dynamic global vegetation models (DGVMs) and experiment designs. The models represented by filled circles also include dynamic land-use change. Note that y scales vary between panels and that no tree fractions are shown for the SHE simulations as they did not include dynamic vegetation. Very high carbon stocks for MPI-ESM simulations are also not shown. Figure 1 shows the boundary conditions for each simulation type.
in tropical carbon for $\Delta T \leq 3$ K, but then a loss thereafter. The mixed response of total carbon storage across models is reflected in the different relative roles of vegetation and soil carbon storage, with five DGVMs showing a vegetation carbon dominance and five a soil carbon dominance (Figure 3b). This uncertainty in the roles of vegetation and soil carbon stocks in the response results in turn from a large uncertainty in changes in the magnitude of GPP increases and in carbon residence times in both soil and vegetation, as shown by the variation in ecosystem residence time ($\tau_{\text{eco}}$) and vegetation residence time ($\tau_{\text{veg}}$) in Figures 3c and 3d. Carbon storage responses in the temperate region are similarly mixed, although the sign of change for any particular model often differs (Figure S1).

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>$\Delta T = 2$ K</th>
<th>$\Delta T = 3$ K</th>
<th>$\Delta T = 5$ K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boreal</td>
<td>Vegetation carbon storage</td>
<td>20 to 95</td>
<td>30 to 118</td>
<td>45 to 201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Soil carbon storage</td>
<td>2 to 134</td>
<td>$-34$ to $117^a$</td>
<td>$-155$ to $97^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total carbon storage</td>
<td>62 to 229</td>
<td>31 to 237</td>
<td>$-76$ to $256^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tropical</td>
<td>Vegetation carbon storage</td>
<td>$-7$ to $222$</td>
<td>$-47$ to $215$</td>
<td>$-119$ to $206$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Soil carbon storage</td>
<td>$-26$ to $150^b$</td>
<td>$-49$ to $124$</td>
<td>$-121$ to $81$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total carbon storage</td>
<td>$-34$ to $372^b$</td>
<td>$-77$ to $339^b$</td>
<td>$-168$ to $176$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Only the LPJ model shows a negative carbon stock change in the boreal region. $^b$TRI-IMOGEN simulations with moderate climate change but strong [CO$_2$] (black stars in Figure 1) give more than double the stock increase of any other simulation.

![Figure 3](https://example.com/figure3.png)

**Figure 3.** Attribution of changes in tropical ($23^\circ$S–$23^\circ$N) terrestrial carbon storage from preindustrial to committed to different pools/processes. (a) Total change in terrestrial carbon storage. (b) Change in vegetation and soil pools. (c) Change in GPP and in $\tau_{\text{eco}}$ ($\tau_{\text{eco}} = C_{\text{tot}}/GPP$, where $C_{\text{tot}}$ is total ecosystem carbon stock). (d) Change in net primary productivity (NPP) and in $\tau_{\text{veg}}$ ($\tau_{\text{veg}} = C_{\text{veg}}/NPP$, where $C_{\text{veg}}$ is total vegetation carbon stock). Only model results with $\Delta T > 4$ K and [CO$_2$] of at least 700 ppmv are shown to maximize comparability. Results for the climate ensemble are the mean of all models with $\Delta T > 4$ K. The lighter shading in panels a and b for the models from the Earth System Model (ESM) and climate ensembles indicates the stock changes realized by 2100.
The boreal zone shows the most consistent set of carbon storage responses to $\Delta T$ across the three regions studied, although also a very large intermodel uncertainty in initial carbon stock. Following the strong increases in GPP, all but one model shows increases in total carbon storage as the climate warms (Figures 2 and 4), and these increases can be large even for relatively moderate levels of climate warming (Table 1). The increased carbon storage in vegetation results both from increased GPP and from higher tree cover increasing $\tau_{\text{veg}}$, the latter through increasing the fraction of carbon stored in woody tissues, which are long-lived relative to herbaceous vegetation. This behavior is consistent across all models (Figure 4). In all but one of the models, the increased productivity, and thus litter input to soil, also results in an increase in soil carbon storage, outweighing the reductions in $\tau_{\text{eco}}$ driven by increased temperatures. The exception is LPJ, which exhibits a peak and decline in its tree cover and carbon storage. Sitch et al. (2008) show that in LPJ there is some dieback at the southern edge of the boreal forest due to increased heat-induced mortality of boreal trees. This dieback is accompanied by loss of vegetation carbon, offsetting any increase due to enhanced vegetation growth elsewhere in the boreal zone at high $\Delta T$. This dieback effect is also present in LPJ-GUESS simulations but does not cause carbon storage decreases in the region sums presented here due to the considerable expansion of the boreal forest northwards. In addition, a loss of soil carbon (not seen in the other DGVMs) occurs in LPJ in the higher latitudes across North America and Eurasia. This may be due to the different formulation of soil respiration response to temperature in LPJ, following a modified Arrhenius relationship (Sitch et al., 2003), compared to the Q10-type functions common in other models (Peylin et al., 2005).

### 3.3. Uncertainty

As shown above, the uncertainty in simulations of changes in carbon storage between preindustrial and committed states is very large (Figures 2–4). The unbalanced nature of the ensemble of opportunity used here precludes a formal breakdown of uncertainty (e.g., Hawkins & Sutton, 2009), but comparison of spread along different axes of DGVM and input combinations nonetheless allows an informative attribution of this uncertainty to climate, combined climate and scenario (i.e., climate and $[\text{CO}_2]$), and DGVM structural/parameter uncertainties (Figure 5). Comparing five DGVMs with 22 climate states means that small differences in
uncertainty ranges should not be overinterpreted, but large differences are likely to be indicative, and particularly so in those cases where the spread between the five DGVMs exceeds that between the climatic states (e.g., boreal carbon stock in Figure 5b). Combined climate-and-scenario uncertainty can be artificially inflated here by the differences in DGVM baselines that exist under no climate change. However, where climate-and-scenario uncertainty and climate uncertainty are similar (e.g., for GPP in all regions), this is a strong indicator that uncertainty in climate is at least as important as scenario-based variations in [CO2].

At global level, uncertainty in committed GPP and terrestrial carbon storage resulting from differences in DGVM structure (the range across the DGVM ensemble; orange and red bars in Figure 5a) substantially exceeds that of climate uncertainty alone (the range across the climate ensemble; dark blue bar in Figure 5a). This difference is even more marked for tree cover, uncertainty in which is dominated by the choice of DGVM. Notably, the combined climate-and-scenario uncertainty (light blue bar) is relatively similar to climate uncertainty alone, suggesting that uncertainties in CO2 fertilization effects caused by different levels of [CO2] between scenarios are not a dominant component of uncertainty in estimating committed changes in vegetation.

Regional breakdowns differ from the global picture (Figures 5b–5d). In the tropics climate uncertainty and DGVM uncertainty are both large and similar for GPP and carbon stocks and dominate over the effects of varying [CO2] in the different scenarios. The exception is tree cover, where climate uncertainty is much less influential than DGVM structural/parameter uncertainty, reflecting a very large uncertainty in the position of the threshold conditions for tree cover loss. The characteristics of temperate uncertainty closely follow tropical; however, the boreal region differs notably. In the boreal region, climate uncertainty has a relatively small effect on carbon storage compared to other drivers. This may reflect that climate-driven changes in ecosystem properties in the boreal region are more sensitive to temperature than to precipitation changes, due to the relaxation of temperature constraints, whereas at lower latitudes precipitation likely plays a larger role.

Figure 5. Absolute size of uncertainty ranges in difference of key ecosystem outputs between preindustrial and committed states, calculated as the range of dynamic global vegetation model (DGVM) outputs across different axes of DGVM and input combinations. Climate-based uncertainty (dark blue) is calculated as the range of carbon storage change since preindustrial across all the climate ensemble (constant [CO2], variable climate). The combination of climate- and scenario-based uncertainty (light blue) is calculated as the range across all climates and [CO2] scenarios from the individual DGVM, which shows the greatest range for this variable. DGVM-based uncertainty at $\Delta T = 2$ K (orange) and 5 K (red) is calculated by taking the range of all models in the DGVM ensemble across a band of $\Delta T \pm 0.5$° (horizontal transect in Figure 1). Results from the ESM ensemble are excluded to provide a consistent sample of DGVMs for all uncertainty calculations.
role; climate projections show much more uncertainty in precipitation changes than they do for temperature (Collins et al., 2013). DGVM structural/parameter uncertainty for carbon storage is much higher than climate uncertainty and increases markedly with temperature in this region. This follows as absolute differences in productivity and turnover parameterizations in the DGVMs will become more marked as temperature constraints on productivity are lifted. The very large level of combined climate-and-scenario uncertainty for boreal carbon stocks cannot be attributed to the effects of [CO₂], as [CO₂] is not a driving force of carbon stock change in the boreal zone (see above; also reflected in the uncertainty in GPP not increasing when scenario uncertainty is included; Figure 5b). This is a consequence of the very large DGVM structural/parameter uncertainty associated with baseline simulation of carbon stocks in this region; the large inter-DGVM differences in baseline stocks and lack of multiple climate simulations for all models means that climate-and-scenario uncertainty for the boreal region cannot be robustly assessed. Overall, the uncertainty in simulated committed boreal carbon stock change is of similar size to that of tropical carbon stocks.

3.4. Post-2100 Changes

Using the simulations in the climate and ESM ensembles, it is possible to assess the relative contributions of change during a typical transient simulation period of preindustrial to 2100 with the change committed to occur post 2100 as a result of pre-2100 changes in environmental boundary conditions. Figure 6 makes this comparison (cf. left versus right columns) for the case of strong climate change (i.e., simulations in which year 2100 ΔT > 4 K). Consistent with the fast response of GPP to a changing environment, GPP increases greatly globally under transient environmental conditions (Figure 6, left) but shows minimal committed change post-2100 (Figure 6, right). Post-2100 changes in GPP are associated with lagged changes in vegetation cover and are dominated by changes in tropical tree cover, as the majority of global GPP is located in tropical regions.

In contrast to GPP, projected changes in total carbon storage post 2100 are of comparable size to those before 2100, ranging from an additional 87 to 464 Pg C stored prior to 2100, with a further 205–329 Pg C once the biosphere attains its committed state (Figures 6g and 6h). Changes in tree cover fraction are generally relatively small post-2100 in the tropical and temperate zones but can be very large in the boreal zone, at least for the TRIFFID family of models (TRI-IMOGEN, HadGEM2-ES, and HadCM3LC; Figures 6 and S2). Vegetation carbon storage also increases post-2100 for most models, with these changes being a combination of change in carbon storage in existing vegetation and vegetation dynamics. The effect of vegetation dynamics is most marked in the boreal zone, where expansion of tree cover accounts for 84–100% of storage change after 2100 in the TRIFFID family of models, 46% in MPI-ESM, and 18% in LPJ-GUESS (Figure 7). Soil carbon also continues to change strongly after 2100, and the change is overwhelmingly an increase on the global scale, driven especially by increases in the boreal zone. Here the increase in productivity leads to an increase in litter input, which overwhelms the temperature-driven increase in heterotrophic respiration rates. In the tropics respiration rate increases dominate, but the loss of soil carbon in this region is less than the boreal gain for all models.

The importance of rate of change in both soil and vegetation shows very strongly in the ensemble results. The inter-DGVM differences in this lag effect are most clearly seen in the boreal zone, where TRI-IMOGEN and HadGEM2-ES show a relatively small pre-2100 northward expansion of the boreal treeline but a very large committed change in this variable post 2100, whilst LPJ-GUESS and MPI-ESM show a relatively large pre-2100 northward expansion of the treeline, but little change post-2100 (Figure 7). This reflects a very substantial level of uncertainty in the rate at which dynamic changes occur. LPJ-GUESS approaches quasi-equilibrium in its vegetation state approximately 150 years after fixing forcing, and in its soil carbon approximately 200 years after fixing forcing (i.e., the multiannual mean of the rate of change of global carbon pool size was close to zero for these components). For MPI-ESM the equilibration times for vegetation and soil were approximately 100 years and greater than 200 years, respectively. For other models the times required to reach committed vegetation in transient simulations are not available as they were spun-up directly to the committed state, but Jones et al. (2009) showed that the recovery time for vegetation to regrow in the tropics in the TRI model was several times longer than it took to dieback, with only about a tenth of the eventual recovery happening within 100 years. Thus, in addition to large intermodel differences in committed carbon storage (i.e., carbon storage capacity in the terminology of Luo et al., 2017) for a given ΔT, a large portion of
uncertainty in boreal carbon uptake by 2100 derives from uncertainty in the rate at which that committed storage will be approached.

4. Discussion

In the tropical, and to a lesser extent temperate, regions, the simulations here show that the effect of elevated [CO₂] on GPP is a key driver of any simulated differences in total carbon storage between preindustrial and committed states. This increase in GPP not only leads to increased vegetation carbon stocks but also increases soil carbon inputs, offsetting the effects of temperature-driven increases in heterotrophic respiration (also found by Koven, Chambers, et al., 2015, for ESMs in the CMIP5 model intercomparison project). This highlights both the direct role of CO₂ fertilization and also the improved water-use efficiency of vegetation, which mitigates against the effects of warmer and drier climates in the tropics under climate change. Good et al. (2011) showed that elevated [CO₂] markedly increase the temperature threshold for forest to no-forest transition in HadCM3LC.

Figure 6. Range of modeled changes in vegetation C, soil C, total C (scale on left axes), GPP (Pg C/a, scale on right axis), and tree cover fraction (% scale on right axis) across simulations with ΔT > 4 K. Only simulations for which both 2100 transient values and committed values are available are shown (N = 11, N_DGVM = 5). The left column (a, c, e, and g) shows the change, which is realized in transient simulations between preindustrial (1850, 1860, or 1900 depending on ensemble member) and 2100; the right column (b, d, f, and h) shows the committed change, which occurs after 2100. Climate and ESM ensembles are plotted in separate columns for clarity.
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The magnitude of GPP increases projected by this ensemble may be tempered by nutrient limitations, which are not included in any of the DGVMs here. Representation of nitrogen and phosphorus cycling has been shown to pose limitations on the sizes of the CO₂ fertilization effect on terrestrial carbon storage (Goll et al., 2012; Wårlind et al., 2014; Zaehle et al., 2010). However, despite recognized uncertainties in DGVM responses to rising [CO₂] (e.g., Medlyn et al., 2015; Pugh et al., 2016), the increase of uncertainty in GPP and carbon storage in tropical and temperate committed vegetation is small or nonexistent when [CO₂] (i.e., scenario) uncertainty is included in addition to climate uncertainty (Figure 5; note that in the boreal region DGVM baseline differences strongly affect this measure, see above). This reflects the crucial role of carbon residence time in governing carbon stocks, and the large uncertainty between models in how residence times are likely to change as a result of environmental change, as recently identified in transient simulations (Friend et al., 2014). Including such nutrient limitations here, and thereby reducing the magnitude of [CO₂]-induced changes, would be likely to make the climate an even more important driver of uncertainty in committed carbon storage.

Ecosystem state and fluxes in the boreal region are particularly strongly governed by response to climate, rather than [CO₂]. Unlike in the tropics, the DGVM ensemble, which is forced by both increasing [CO₂] and ΔT, does not have a stronger GPP response than the climate ensemble (Figure 2). Thus, the strong committed boreal carbon uptake projected by the DGVM ensemble is unlikely to be sensitive to uncertainties in the effects of CO₂ fertilization. This may be partially attributable to a weaker CO₂ fertilization effect in cold regions (Hickler et al., 2008), but the dominant factors here are likely to be the relaxation of low-temperature constraints on photosynthesis, the longer growing seasons, and the related northward advance of the boreal treeline. The former processes increase carbon input rate to vegetation and soil, while treeline advance increases the residence time of carbon in vegetation (through a biome-level allocation shift towards wood). Nitrogen limitation may play a role in limiting the boreal carbon uptake simulated here (Zaehle et al., 2015), although this limitation may be more influential for transient carbon uptake rates than for the size of committed carbon stocks due to the possibility of nitrogen accumulation over long timescales. The increase of boreal soil carbon stocks with ΔT in this ensemble is consistent with the results from five ESMs presented by Koven, Chambers, et al. (2015). In contrast, a recent meta-analysis of soil warming observations suggests a strong loss of soil C with temperature in northern soils (Crowther et al., 2016), which is not seen here. However, Crowther et al. were not able to take full account of the accompanying changes in ecosystem productivity which the DGVMs here simulate.

In this model ensemble, changes in vegetation carbon residence time (τ_{veg}) primarily result from changes in the distribution and abundance of plant functional types, that is, vegetation dynamics. It is broadly accepted that vegetation composition is likely to change as climate evolves, but the uncertainty in the processes is very
large. Conceptually, changes in vegetation composition can be split into three categories: (1) loss or change of composition of existing forest vegetation, (2) expansion of trees into previously unforested areas, and (3) changes in composition of nonforest vegetation. The latter is not discussed further here, as its implications for changes in carbon storage are expected to be comparatively small. Categories 1 and 2 are discussed below.

Although it is impossible to evaluate future changes in vegetation composition, aspects of the ensemble response are reflected in other studies. For instance, the change in tree composition from evergreen needle-leaf to deciduous broadleaf forest in the southern boreal region, along with the accompanying loss of vegetation carbon, which is projected by the LPJ and LPJ-GUESS models, was also found by Koven (2013) using a climate analogue method. In the case of both Koven (2013) and the LPJ-GUESS simulations, these losses were driven by the higher levels of disturbance-induced carbon loss associated with the broadleaf forest. Using a climate envelope approach, Zeng et al. (2013) found losses in tropical tree cover, which are broadly consistent with the results of the ensemble here. These qualitative consistencies between differing methods of projection are encouraging, but confidence in such projections is hampered because most DGVMs are evaluated for their ability to capture current vegetation composition, rather than its evolution with changing environmental conditions. Attempts to make such evaluations are stymied by a lack of suitable data; historical records, which could detect composition changes in forests, are either lacking (although some data exist for herbaceous species; e.g., Bertrand et al., 2011), limited to tree lines (e.g., Harsch et al., 2009), or complicated by forest management, whereas the limited spatial coverage of paleo-records necessarily implies relatively high uncertainty (but see Fang et al., 2013). Whether composition exhibits threshold responses to a change in climate, and if so, what these thresholds might be, remains a very active area of research (Abis & Brovkin, 2017; Higgins & Scheiter, 2012; Hirota et al., 2011; Lenton et al., 2008; Scheffer et al., 2001).

Suitable data sets for evaluating the response of forest composition to a changing environment are urgently needed and will most likely come from landscape-scale case studies, where the confounding effects of management can be most easily accounted for, and attribution of structural and compositional changes is likely to be most accurate.

The size of the committed boreal carbon sink is very large and results in large part from northward advance of the treeline under warming temperatures. That such a treeline advance would eventually occur under these climatic conditions is supported by known changes in forest distribution with glacial and interglacial cycles (Dyke, 2005; Williams, 2009), and there is evidence suggesting that treelines have advanced over the last century (Harsch et al., 2009). However, the timescale over which such changes will occur is crucial, and the subject of very low confidence, as reflected in the DGVM responses in section 3.4. The rate at which trees can expand into new territory is dependent on existence of appropriate soil (formation of which make take centuries if nothing appropriate already exists) and the presence of seed stock of the expanding species. The latter may have a significant lag due to the time needed for trees to reach reproductive maturity. DGVM simulations to date have omitted explicit representation of these factors. For instance, some DGVMs assume the presence of a base seed stock for all plant functional types in every grid cell, meaning that the treeline change lags climate change only by the necessary time to grow a tree (e.g., LPJ-GUESS and LPJ), whereas the TRIFFID model allocates carbon to growth before vegetation spread, implying very limited seed transport and resulting in a very slow advance. Observations show that seed dispersal distances from trees typically do not exceed a few thousand meters (Grace et al., 2002; Thomson et al., 2011), but the picture is greatly complicated by (a) the occurrence of long-distance seed transport for some species, the likelihood of which is governed by a range of factors such as seed type, animal migration patterns and wind regimes (Nathan et al., 2008), and (b) the scattering of numerous patches of forest, or refugia, across the high latitudes (European Space Agency, 2017). As a result, boreal forest expansion is likely to occur from multiple clusters, rather than as a clean advance of the main forest frontier (e.g., Kharuk et al., 2013), making it challenging to make simple estimates of the rate of boreal treeline advance. More detailed investigation of these processes is needed to inform appropriate parameterizations for DGVMs. Competition with shrubs may slow treeline expansion, as suggested in a recent study of Alaskan treelines (Dial et al., 2016). Fires may also be theorized to limit expansion of the boreal treeline, although both the LPJ and LPJ-GUESS models showed very strong northern forest expansion despite including the effects of fires in their simulations. Some of these challenges have been addressed in landscape- and regional-scale vegetation models (Bocedi et al., 2012; Lischke et al., 2006; Snell, 2014) but require solutions to make them computationally feasible in DGVMs (e.g., Nabel, 2015; Snell et al., 2014). Advancing knowledge and representation of the above processes in DGVMs will be crucial to...
ascertain whether large boreal treeline expansion, and the accompanying large carbon sink, is likely to be realized on timescales relevant to current society. As for the existing boreal forest, however, the ultimate size of any boreal carbon sink from an expanding treeline will also be affected by any limits on tree size imposed by nutrient availability, by the disturbance regimes experienced at these high latitudes, and by any canopy structural modifications resulting from the very low solar elevation angle.

The results herein show that a very large, and typically unrecognized, part of uncertainty in future terrestrial carbon uptake is the lagged component of terrestrial change. This is particularly the case for vegetation dynamics and most starkly demonstrated by boreal treeline advance. Although historical changes in land cover are probably dominated by anthropogenic disturbances over the last 1000 years, it has been shown that over the 20th century, dynamic land-cover changes in response to climate change may be equally as large as human interference (Davies-Barnard et al., 2015; Schneck et al., 2015). The results here show that the subsequent, committed changes in tree cover due to vegetation dynamics are larger still. For a strong climate warming scenario, the post-2100 boreal carbon uptake simulated by this ensemble totals 120–267 Pg C, with 16–155 Pg C uptake due to expansion of forest area, that is, vegetation dynamics.

Missing processes—notably the lack of nutrients (Zaehle et al., 2015) and permafrost carbon (Burke et al., 2013)—are often discussed as important omissions from ESM carbon cycle projections (Figure 6.20 in Ciais et al., 2013). However, dynamic vegetation, needed to simulate the boreal carbon uptake effectively, was only included in four ESMs in CMIP5 (Figure 6.38 in Ciais et al., 2013). The results herein show that vegetation dynamics, especially on long timescales, should be included in this discussion too, and its inclusion in ESM projections is clearly of high importance. The magnitude of simulated uptake due to committed vegetation dynamics can be compared to emissions from permafrost soils, which, for a strong warming scenario, have been estimated to be 37–174 Pg C by 2100 based on ESMs (Schuur et al., 2015) and 28–113 Pg C based on a data-constrained approach (Koven, Schuur, et al., 2015). Chadburn et al. (2017) derive data-constrained estimates of permafrost extent lost at a range of global warming levels—in the same way that the results herein are presented in phase space of warming—although they are not able to quantify carbon lost on a given time horizon. Burke et al. (2018) estimate committed permafrost carbon loss in the range 225–345 Pg C over several centuries for a stabilized global temperature rise of 2 °C. Hence, committed vegetation changes represent a missing process potentially as large as, or larger than, the possible loss of carbon from permafrost thawing.

For GPP, ecosystem carbon stocks, and tree fraction, DGVM structural/parameter uncertainty in all regions is at least as large as, or greater than, climate-derived uncertainty (Figure 5). This occurs despite there being considerably more climate ensemble members than DGVM ensemble members. There is no consistent evidence, in the sample of DGVMs here, that the absolute size of DGVM structural/parameter uncertainty increases with temperature above ΔT = 2 K (Figure 5). Previous simulations of transient behavior (Booth et al., 2012; Friend et al., 2014; Jones et al., 2013; Sitch et al., 2008) have also found DGVM uncertainty to be an important factor in committed simulations, as found here. This large importance of DGVM uncertainty in the committed simulations herein corresponds with that seen for transient simulations conducted previously. Although some of the model versions used here are relatively old, in terms of GPP calculations, carbon allocation, and vegetation dynamics, they still provide a representative sample of DGVM technology currently in use for major climate assessments (e.g., CMIP5 and CMIP6). Nonetheless, missing processes may mean that model structural/parameter uncertainty is underestimated. For instance, the uncertainty in vegetation carbon residence time may indeed be even greater than indicated by this ensemble, as there are also open questions as to whether the lifestyle of individual trees may speed up as a result of environmental change (Bugmann & Bigler, 2011; Körner, 2017). On-going efforts to improve representations of vegetation dynamics through models using representations of individual trees and plant-trait variability (e.g., Pavlick et al., 2013; Sakschewski et al., 2016; Scheiter et al., 2013), along with efforts to better understand mortality mechanisms and thresholds (e.g., Anderegg et al., 2015; Brienen et al., 2015; McDowell et al., 2015, 2013), may provide advances in the representation of changes in ecosystem composition, but they are not yet routinely applied at the global scale.

Three of the models in the DGVM ensemble exclude anthropogenic land use (HYL, LPJ, and ORC), explaining the higher absolute values of temperate and tropical tree cover simulated by HYL and ORC (Figure 2). In principle, this means that the total carbon storage changes by these models for these regions are probably an
overestimate, particularly in terms of vegetation carbon change. However, none of these three models shows magnitudes of change in tree fraction or carbon storage that are fundamentally inconsistent with the other models in the ensemble. This caveat does not apply for the assessments of post-2100 change in Figures 6 and 7, in which the DGVM ensemble could not be used, and thus, all models included at least present-day land-use forcing. The use of dynamic land use in HadGEM2-ES, MPI-ESM, and LPJ-GUESS explains at least part of the decrease in temperate and tropical tree cover between preindustrial and committed shown for these models in Figure 2, and their response can only be robustly attributed to vegetation dynamics in the boreal region, where agricultural land use in the applied scenario is low (Figure 12 in Hurtt et al., 2011). However, land-use change cannot explain changes in tree fraction between 2100 and committed states for these models, as land use was held constant after 2100. There is also no evidence that land-use dynamics result in a different character of response of carbon storage in these models, compared to the rest of the ensemble (Figure 6). Although, in principle, soil carbon storage may be affected by land-use legacy emissions after 2100 in these simulations, the expansion of agricultural land in RCP 8.5 over the 21st century is very moderate compared to that in the 20th century (Figure 9a in Hurtt et al., 2011). Thus, legacy emissions are likely to be much smaller than the 40 Pg global emission that has been estimated for 1850–2012 (Pugh et al., 2015).

5. Conclusions

Although simulation of committed states negates the impacts of differences in rate of change between DGVMs, a factor that certainly plays a role in assessments of transient ecosystem state, fundamental differences in productivity, and carbon residence times for a given $\Delta T$ results in highly variable estimates of committed carbon storage. The direction of change between preindustrial and committed states diverges strongly in the tropical region, reflecting wide variation in the magnitude of changes in vegetation and ecosystem residence times. However, there is broad consistency in the direction, if not the magnitude, of the carbon storage response in the boreal region, reflecting much more uniform productivity and residence-time responses across the DGVMs. The importance of residence time in determining differences in DGVM response further strengthens the imperative highlighted in recent studies (Friend et al., 2014; Koven, Chambers, et al., 2015) to focus efforts on improving representation of carbon turnover processes in DGVMs, both in vegetation and soil.

The uncertainty in simulated change of boreal carbon stocks between preindustrial and committed states, notwithstanding permafrost, which was not simulated here, was found to be of similar absolute size to that of tropical carbon stocks. Given the substantial and ongoing reduction of actual tropical forest area by land-use change (Klein Goldewijk et al., 2011), reducing its sink potential under climate change (Pugh et al., 2015), constraining potential carbon uptake by boreal vegetation and soils may ultimately prove as important for reducing uncertainty in the long-term state of the global carbon cycle as resolving the mechanistic questions over tropical forest response to environmental change.

Overall, the uncertainty in committed terrestrial carbon uptake resulting from climate and from DGVM structure is on the order of several hundred Pg C across all regions, with the exception of climate-driven uncertainty in the boreal zone. The large magnitude of the uncertainty holds for global mean temperature increases above the preindustrial period of both 2 and 5 K. This poses substantial problem for calculations of budgets of permissible emissions consistent with a given level of climate change, as the long-term uncertainties in terrestrial carbon exchange are of the order of the total size of such permissible emission budgets (Jones et al., 2013).

Large committed changes in carbon storage and tree cover fraction are consistently found post-2100. In the boreal zone, committed changes in carbon storage post-2100 are found to be potentially large enough to offset the expected committed carbon losses from thawing permafrost, which have been quantified elsewhere (see above). There are likely temperature limits to such an offset effect, however, as vegetation carbon gain may be saturated at lower $\Delta T$ than permafrost loss is exhausted (Schaphoff et al., 2013).

Factorial simulations to directly quantify the contribution of vegetation dynamics (i.e., changes in vegetation composition, particularly treeline advance) were not available here. Such simulations are particularly technically challenging in DGVMs with advanced vegetation dynamics, where competition between plant functional types and the effects of disturbances are fundamental aspects of model structure. Prescribing vegetation cover would lead to neglecting disturbances and modification of the carbon reference state,
complicating comparison of simulations with and without vegetation dynamics. In the absence of factorial simulations, it can be assumed that the simulated changes in committed soil carbon would also be broadly similar in runs without vegetation dynamics. This is a reasonable approximation given that the soil inputs closely mirror net primary productivity, which is not the dominant change post-2100. As such, ESMs without dynamic vegetation would also likely simulate changes in soil carbon similar to shown here. However, without vegetation dynamics, ecosystem commitments would likely show much more limited carbon stock increases, especially in the boreal zone. Therefore, there is a pressing need that vegetation dynamics, in addition to the now widely considered anthropogenic land-cover change, are more routinely represented in coupled ESMs, in order to better understand these natural changes in land cover, particularly in the boreal zone. Furthermore, much more attention needs to be given to the timescales of ecosystem responses. Dynamic vegetation models only offer an advantage over static or equilibrium vegetation distribution methods to the extent that they can realistically simulate the timescales over which changes occur. This study advocates the need for a move away from evaluating DGVMs in terms of their stable vegetation state, toward addressing their ability to capture transient responses.

Appendix A: Simulation Setups

A1. DGVM Ensemble
Following the initial analysis by Jones et al. (2009), a set of off-line vegetation runs were performed using the five DGVMs first analyzed by Sitch et al. (2008). These DGVMs: TRIFFID (TRI), LPJ, SDGVM (SHE), ORCHIDEE (ORC), and HyLand (HYL) were run using the IMOGEN pattern scaling system forced by [CO2] (Huntingford et al., 2010; Huntingford & Cox, 2000). They used climate patterns from HadCM3LC (very similar to the climate of HadCM3LC from Jones et al., 2009) and were run to equilibrium at six different global mean temperatures: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 K above preindustrial. Corresponding [CO2] levels are shown in Figure 1.

A2. CLIMATE Ensemble
The same IMOGEN pattern scaling technique was used to drive the TRIFFID DGVM using climate patterns from 22 global climate models that contributed to CMIP3 (Huntingford et al., 2013). The simulations were driven by [CO2] following the SRES A2 scenario. Although these simulations did not set out to attempt to explore different global mean temperature changes within each simulation, the use of results from 22 different climate models as forcing means that there was a large spread in the global temperature change and climate change patterns by 2100.

A3. ESM Ensemble
As part of the EU-FP7 EMBRACE project (www.embrace-project.eu) committed biosphere simulations were made using the models HadGEM2-ES, MPI-ESM, and LPJ-GUESS. The models were initialized with the transient vegetation state, land use, and climate from year 2100, based on the CMIP5 RCP 8.5 simulations. These models were run with fixed radiative forcings and land use until quasi-equilibrium was attained with respect to vegetation dynamics and terrestrial carbon uptake. Due to differences in model formulation and computational demands, the form of these simulations differed between the models, but they were designed to address the same question as systematically as possible.

- **HadGEM2-ES** is an ESM with online coupling of vegetation dynamics and climate. The land surface component of HadGEM2-ES, although essentially a version of the TRIFFID DGVM, cannot be run outside of the ESM. Therefore, the fully coupled system was run for 200 years starting from the year 2100 driven by all RCP 8.5 forcings fixed to the year 2100. Fixing forcings rather than climate meant that climate continued to evolve after 2100 in response to both terrestrial and oceanic changes, with the difference between 2100 and final ΔT indicated by the small and large circles in Figure 1. For a period of this simulation vegetation dynamics were accelerated so that the vegetation cover would quickly come into equilibrium with the climate forcings of 2100.
- **MPI-ESM-LR** is also an ESM (Giorgetta et al., 2013) with online coupling of vegetation dynamics and climate (Brovkin et al., 2009; Reick et al., 2013). It was used to make a 200-year transient simulation under fixed
radiative forcings and land cover, initialized at the end of the r1i1p1 RCP 8.5 simulation. As for HadGEM2-ES, actual climate was allowed to evolve after 2100 in response to terrestrial and oceanic changes. Vegetation dynamics were not artificially accelerated.

- LPI-GUESS is an off-line DGVM (Ahlström et al., 2012; Smith et al., 2001), which was run here using climate data from the EC-Earth ESM v2.3. A 251-year transient simulation was initialized in 1850 and run with transient climate, [CO₂], and land-cover change until 2100. The model was then run for a further 300 years with [CO₂] and land cover fixed as for year 2100 of the r1i1p1 RCP 8.5 EC-Earth simulation submitted to CMIP5. In order to provide variability necessary for the fire module, climate post-2100 was provided by repeating temperature, precipitation, and solar radiation from the period 2071–2100. The temperature data for this period were detrended using linear regression and the mean temperature set to that indicated by the regression for the year 2100.

The ESM ensemble additionally includes the simulations with HadCM3LC presented by Jones et al. (2009).

Appendix B: Attribution of Vegetation Carbon Changes

Attribution of changes in vegetation carbon storage between changes in existing vegetation and changes in tree cover was carried out for each model grid cell as follows. Calculating the vegetation carbon per fraction tree cover (CvegF) for each grid cell in the baseline year (i.e., preindustrial state or 2100 depending on whether pre-2100 or post-2100 changes are being calculated).

\[
C_{\text{vegF}} = \frac{C_{\text{veg0}}}{TF_0},
\]

where Cveg0 is vegetation carbon stock in the baseline year and TF0 is fractional tree cover in the baseline year. Calculating the change in tree fraction,

\[
\Delta TF = TF_{\text{end}} - TF_0,
\]

where TFend is the fractional tree cover in the final state (i.e., 2100 or committed), and thus calculating the change in vegetation carbon due to change of tree cover,

\[
\Delta C_{\text{veg}} = \Delta TF \times C_{\text{vegF}}
\]

The change in vegetation carbon due to environmental change was calculated as a residual,

\[
\Delta C_{\text{vegenv}} = \Delta C_{\text{veg}} - \Delta C_{\text{vegF}}
\]

with the fraction of \(\Delta C_{\text{vegenv}}\) in vegetation that existed in the baseline year being

\[
\Delta C_{\text{vegbase}} = \Delta C_{\text{vegenv}} \times \min \left(\frac{TF_0}{TF_{\text{end}}}, 1.0\right).
\]


